**Mask Assembly Instructions**

**ALL POM™ SERIES INCLUDE UNIVERSAL O₂ ADAPTER**

---

**POM1003™ EZ SERIES**

1. **MEDIUM CONCENTRATION**
   - Choose oral or nasal membrane port, then push finger from inside mask through the EZ tear membrane. Fully separate connecting edges within membrane.

2. **PRE-ASSEMBLED**
   - Universal O₂ line attached to medium concentration adapter

3. First, unscrew blue cap. Then, securely attach [Leur-Lok] EtCO₂ sample line to threaded EtCO₂ adapter port on mask.

4. Make sure Universal O₂ and EtCO₂ sample lines are functioning properly.

---

**POM1001 LT™ SERIES**

1. **HIGH CONCENTRATION**
   - Choose oral or nasal membrane port, then push finger from inside mask through the EZ tear membrane. Fully separate connecting edges within membrane.

2. Insert Medium or High Concentration non-rebreather adapter into Universal O₂ port on mask. Make sure non-rebreather adapter is fully seated and flush with mask. Make sure one-way valve or non-rebreather adapter is working properly.

3. First, unscrew blue cap. Then, securely attach [Leur-Lok] EtCO₂ sample line to threaded EtCO₂ adapter port on mask.

4. Make sure Universal O₂ and EtCO₂ sample lines are functioning properly.

---

**Fig. A**

**Fig. B**

---

**Securely Attach Universal O₂ line to either medium or high concentration adapter.**

---
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